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Abstract. In 2013, a coalition of Non-governmental organisations launched a campaign
called the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots [1]. The ongoing aim of the campaign is to
raise awareness about the dangers of developing and deploying Autonomous Weapons
Systems (AWS). They are calling for the ban of such weapon systems. AWS are any
weapon systems that, once activated, can select (i.e. search for or detect, track, select)
and engage (use force against, neutralise, damage or destroy) targets without further
human intervention [2]. In this campaign, they raise a series of moral, legal and political
concerns regarding the development and use of such systems. Amanda Sharkey [3]
summarises these arguments into three categories: “arguments based on technology and
the ability of AWS to conform to international humanitarian law; (ii) deontological
arguments based on the need for human judgement and meaningful human control,
including arguments based on human dignity; (iii) consequentialist reasons about their
effects on global stability and the likelihood of going to war”.
In this talk, I will be focusing on the arguments based on technology and the ability
for AWS to conform to international humanitarian law. Specifically, I will be
addressing the following questions: What moral status should AWS hold? How do we
assign responsibility and accountability in the event of transgressions? Can AWS
programming comply with laws of war (IHL)? For AWS to be able to comply with IHL,
how would they have to be programmed?
On the question of the moral status of AWS, I argue that AWS, by virtue of their
definition and espoused functions, can no longer be considered as mere weapons and
thus instruments of war. As such, in the context of warfare, they should be considered
as combatants, meaning that their moral status should be that of moral agents.
Ascribing AWS a moral status places us at a strategic position with regards to
responding to the critique of whether AWS will be able to conform with IHL. Knowing
that AWS are now considered as combatants means that we are now aware of which
parts of IHL they must specifically comply with. For example, as combatants they
would have to comply with jus in bello principles such as: discrimination and noncombatant immunity and proportionality, [see [4], [5], [6], [7]]. It also means that with
regards to responsibility, they can now be held responsible the same way other
combatants are. Knowing which parts of IHL AWS must comply with, what follows is
to resolve the questions on how AWS must be programmed to ensure such compliance.
Regarding programming morality for artificial moral agents (AMA’s), Wallach and
Allen [8] published a book titled: Moral Machines: Teaching Robots Right from Wrong.
In this book they explore different programming possibilities for AMA’s. They make a
case for both top down and bottom up approaches, and argue that both such systems
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have shortcomings: top down in that explicit procedural systems don’t work in all
situations, especially in warfare where some situations cannot be anticipated; and
bottom up in that learning systems need the position from which to learn from. They
argue that “If neither a pure top-down approach nor a bottom-up approach is fully
adequate for the design of effective AMAs, then some hybrid will be necessary” [8, p.
117]. This is an approach that combines both top-down and bottom up approaches.
Many [see [4], [5], [8], [9]] who argue in favour of hybrid approaches consider virtue
ethics as an important normative approach. Specifically, the focus is on Aristotle’s
conception of virtue as twofold, moral and intellectual. For Aristotle [10], intellectual
virtues can be taught, and moral virtues can be cultivated through habit over time. It is
because of this distinction he makes that researchers in the field find his conception of
virtue attractive for hybrid approaches. Wallach and Allen [8] argue that intellectual
virtues can be programmed using a top-down programming, whilst moral virtues can
come about as a result of a “bottom up process of learning and discovery by an
individual through practice”.
I argue that a hybrid program, using a virtue ethics normative approach, would be
the solution for moral reasoning in the case of AWS. I wish to clarify here that by a
virtue approach I do not mean programming specific virtues into AWS; I mean using
the framework that Aristotle argues should be followed by human agents in terms of
cultivating virtues. I argue this because for Aristotle, virtues are those characteristics
that makes one good at what they do. Thus, their acquisition is through learning how to
be good at that which one does, by doing it constantly – from being taught rules
(intellectual virtues), to learning them by continuous practice over time (moral virtues).
I will illustrate that Aristotle’s conception of how virtues are acquired offers a good
framework for building an architecture of an autonomous moral agent, especially one
that operates under defined contexts such as AWS in warfare. In this sense the top down
approach would be used to program IHL while the bottom up approach would use
machine learning as learning program to train AWS.
I am not arguing that a virtues-based architecture is the only one that can work in
programming morality in all AMAs, only that in the case of AWS in warfare it is ideal.
This is because such an architecture allows for universal programming of rules (IHL)
on the one hand but accepts dynamic applicability (applicability based on context and
agent) on the other. Which is what is required of combatants in warfare.
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